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Abstract 
A comman criticism of Locke's theory of knowledge is that Locke's account of 
knowledge of existence stands in "formal contradiction" with his general 
defıniıion of knowledge. But some Locke scholars have attempted to defend 
Locke by reinterpreting either Locke' s phrase " the perception of the agreement or 
disagreemenr of our ideas" or his characterization of existential knowledge, or his 
general defınition of knowledge. In this paper, I argue that these attempts fail to 
resolve the apparent inconsistency in Locke' s epistemology. 
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Locke'da Gerçek Varoluş Bilgimiz Üzerine 

Özet 
Locke'ın varlığın bilgisi hakindaki yaklaşımının onun kendi genel bilgi tanımı ile 
"mantıksal olarak çel iştiği" savı, Locke' ın bilgi teorisine yöneltilen yaygın bir e
leştiridir. Fakat bazı fi lozoflar, Locke'ı bu eleştiriye karşı savunmak için, onun ya 
varlığın bilgisine ilişkin anlayışını ya da genel bilgi tanırrum yeniden yorumlayan 
öneriler ileri sürerler. Bu makalede, bu önerllerin her birinin Locke'ın bilgi teori
sindeki söz konusu çelişkiyi çözmede temelde başansız olduğu gösterilmeye çal ı
şılacaktır. 
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ı. Introduction 

At JV.l.2 of A 11 Essay Co11ceming Humall U11dersra11di11gı. Locke !>tates ıhaı 
knowledge is ··nothing but rlıe perception of rlıe crm11exio11 a11d ar:reemem, . or 
disagreemenr and repug11mıcy of wty of o u r !t/eas. ·· Th us. Lod.e offer the f?llo~; ıng 
equivalence as an analysis o f knowledge: S knO\\:. that p if and onl) ıf S "pe~ceı\eS the 
relation of "agreement o r disagreement" between ideasexpres ed by p. In hıs expanded 
discussion of this definitio n, he goes on ıo say that the kinds of agreemenı or 
d isaareement between ideas can be reduced to four. They are cla~ı.ifıed as: ( 1) Idenıity. 
or Diversity, (2) Relation. (3) Co-existence, or neces~ary connection. (4) Real Existence 
(IV.I.3). As it stands, white the first three types of agrcement or di~agreement relaıions 
take place only between ideas, the relation of agreernent or dil)agreemenı regarding 
"actual real existence" does noı obtain betwecn ıwo ideas: "ltlhe fourıh and the tası son 
is. that of actual real existence agreeing to a ny ldea"( IV. I.7). Proposıı ıons such as ··God 
is" or ··ı exist" fall under real existence, the only category of agreement or disagreemenı 
Locke did not mention as a possible sub-elass of relation: this is bccause. proposiıions 
fall ing under real existence are concerned. not wi th certain inter-rclations "i thin a net
work of ideas, but rather with the relationship betwecn the neıworl, and a real existenı. 
Thus. as Daniel O'Connor (1967: 163) also expl icıtly suggest!>. real exı!>tence ı quite 
different from the firsı three sorıs of agreemenı and dı!>agreemenı. becau e "a staıemenı 
affirming that something exists does not assert a relation or taek of relation between t\\O 
ideas.'' 

So, in V.I.7, Locke seems to defıne km)\\ ledge expressed ın e\istential 
propositions as the perception of the agreemenı o f some idea wiıh an external thing that 
is not an idea. Because of thi s, a number of critics have objected that there i~ a formal 
gap between IV.I.2 and IV.I.7. between the condition~ for l,mw.led!.!e and those 
conditions for being an instance of knowledge of exisıcncc. For ın!>tance. Gibson ( 1931: 
166) argues that ''the recognitio n of knowledge of rca l exis tcnce stand!> in formal 
contradiction to his general definition of knowledge." T hat is. accordina to these critics. 
. . . " e 
ın rec~gnızıng actual real existence" as a ıype of agrcement. Locke clearl} deparıs 
from h ıs general defınition o f knowledge. making it an agreement not between ideas but 
between an idea and a real thing distinc t from idea~.2 But. wheıher th is deparıure 
amounts to a logical inco nsistency will bemade clear ın the next ecıion below.3 

Some Locke scholars have anempted to defcnd Locke by reinıerpreıing eiıher 
Locke's ph as "th · f r e e perceptıon o agreemenı o r di~agreenıent uf our ıdı:a~" or his 

All rcferences to the Essay are ıo Locke 1975. 
Others have aıso made a similar objection to Lockc. The c cnııcs are Danıel o· Conner 
g~~~: ~~3). Thomas Hill Grecn ( 1968: 20). Richard Aaron ( ı971 : 240) and John L. Mackie 

An ahnon.ymou~ referec has pıausibı y raised thıs quesııon . Followıng h ısiher ad n e. ı \\ıli ıake 
on t ı s ıssue ın seetion ? B ı ·d · 

- . ll - · u 10 avoı a confusıon. ı mu~t at thıs poını say that ı do ııoı 
ongına y use the terms · · . . 
d.f . ınconsı s tency or conıradıcııon ıo deseribe the apparcnt ıog ıcal 

ı fıcu l ıy ı n Lockc's ac r k -: 
h ı . counı o nowlcdgc mcntioned above. In raısıng ti11S criticısm. 

sc o ars lıke James G'b d J . 
. . • 

1 son an ohn Mackıe explıcıııy say that there ıs a "loıncal 
ınconsısıency ' or ··rormal ct· · .. . ~ 
M conıra ıctıon ın Locke ·s account of knO\\ ledge See also Ruth attem ( 1978: 678). · 
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characterization of existential knowledge, or his general defi nition of knowledge. So 
there are. as far as I know, three different attempts that have been made to explain away 
the objection. The first attempt m ade by John Yolton ( 1970) is the vi e w that not all 
perceived agreement or disagreement relations are, for Locke, between ideas. It can also 
sometimes be be tween ideas and things other than ideas which can be perceived as well. 
Hence, by this interpretation, Locke's general defınition of knowledge can also apply to 
existential knowledge, because knowing is not a lways confıned to certain inter-relations 
within a network of ideas, but it a lso includes perceiving the relationship between ideas 
and the reality of thi11gs producing these ideas. T he second attempt, made by Michael 
Ayers (1991) and Anthony W oozley (1972), focuses instead o n Locke's troubling 
remark that "(t]he fourth and the last son is, that of acıual real existence agreeing to any 
Idea." They read this remark as essentially saying that knowledge expressed in any 
existential proposition is stili a perception of a re lation between ideas. In IV. l.4, they 
daim, Locke is not really departing from his general canception of knowledge, but he is 
stili explaining the perceptio n of an existential clairn in terms of a subject-predicate 
analysis of propositio ns. The third attempt, maintained by Ruth Mattern (1978), 
proposes to reinterpret Locke's general defi nition of knowledge as propositional. She 
suggests that Locke's defınition that knowledge is the perceptio n of the agreement or 
disagreement of ideas is equivalent to characterizing knowledge as perception of the 
truth of affırmati ve and negative propositions. For Mattem, the main reason for this is 
that the relation of agreement or disagreement between ideas obtains when the 
propositions composed of these ideas are true or fal se. Thus, reading IV. 1.4 in this way 
not only avoids any reference to ideas but also leaves open the guestion of the contents 
of the propositions; and by this move, the apparent logical conflict generated by Locke 's 
reference to ideasin the original definition will be removed. 

In this paper. I argue that each of these three attempts fails to resolve the 
apparent logical inconsistency in Locke's epistemology. My discussion will have the 
following order. I will begin by explaining whether there is an inconsistency between 
theconditions for knowledge defined in V.I.2 and those conditions for being an instance 
of knowledge of existence c haracterized in seetion V.I.7. I will then try to state what 
Locke means by "aırreement and disaırreement between ideas." After these prelirninary o o 
elucidations, I will argue that Jo hn Yolto n's proposal fails, fo r the reason that Locke 
does not hold that existential knowledge relatio n is between ideas and something else 
which can be perceived. Ca nceming Ayers' and Mattern 's suggestio ns, I will try show 
that their arguments do not a lso work in explaining away the apparent difficulty in 
Locke's account of knowledge, because Locke does not explain the perception of an 
existential daim as the perception of the agreement of some idea with the idea of 
existence conveyed itself into the mi nd by sensatia n and reflec tion. 

2. The Objection: An Apparent Inconsistency in Locke 

In the opening sections of Book IV, Locke says that knowledge is t_he perceptio n 
of the agreement or disagreement of ideas. In contemporary parlance, thıs amo unts to 
saying that S knows that p if, and only if, S perceives the relation of the agreement or 
disagreement of ideas expressed by p. Thus, according to the analysis of knowl_edge 
developed in the Essay, knowledge comes with a perception of the relatedness of ıdeas 
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expressed by vario us propositions. To know, fo_r example. that _-·white is not black" is to 
"perceive" that these t\,'0 ideas, the idea of whıte~ess and ~~e ı?ea_ of blackn~~s, do _not 
agree; that is, knowi ng the truth of the compound ıdea t?at wh_ıte ıs not black requıres 
intuitino that the idea of whiteness is not the same wıth the ıdea of blackness. What 
underl i~ this canception of knowledge is the view that we are limited in ~he fLrst place 
by experience: where we have no ideas we cannot have knowledge. Thıs means that 
ideas are the only immediate objects of understand ing. and that we can only know 
thinos external to us by the interventio n of these mental entities. T hus, Locke thought 
that 

0

knowledge is "only conversant ahout ideas" (TV . 1. 1 ), and co nsists in perceiving 
various connections, and the agreement o r d isagreement between them.4 After defıni ng 
knowled ge as such, Locke puts forward , in terrus of the various subject matters of 
propositions, a fo urfold classifıcation of the agreement o r disagreement between our 
ideas: 

For all the Enquires that wc can make, canceming any of our l deas, all that we 
know, or can affı rm canceming any of the m. is. That it is, or is not the same with 
some other; that it does, or does not always co-exisı with some other Idea in the 
same Subject; or it has this or that Relation to some other Idea; or that it has a real 
existence without the Mind. (1V.I .7) 

According to Locke, the fourth and last sart is real existence, i.e. "actual real 
existence agreeing to any idea." For instance, the propositio n expressed in "God is .. 
implies that a certain idea agrees, in the sen se of 'is lik e'. w ith a certa in reality that is 
not an idea. So to know, for example, tha t ''the table exist " is. for Locke, to affırm a 
re lation, not between same ideas, but between the table and the idea of the table. But, it 
is objected that if this is Locke's treatment of knowledge of existence, then such cases 
of knowledge canno t possibl y fal! within the scope of his genera l definition of 
kno wledge. For, there is an apparent inconsistency between his view of knowledge of 
existence transcending ideas and his genera l defı ni t ion of knowledge restricting 
knowledge to a perception o f an agreement o r disagreemenı between ideas: in the fourth 
sart of agreement or disagreement, one o f the two enıit i es explic itly referred to as an 
actual real existence is c learly d istinct fro m an idea. That is. Locke contradicted himself 
in thinking that knowledge o f real existence counts as an instance of the perception of 
relatı~ns betw~en ideas, and hence failed to realize the problem of bringing knowledge 
of exı stence ınto line w ith his general characte rization of knowledge. To put in 
Mattern's (1978: 678) words, 

no conce_iva~le knowledge of real existence could fal! withiıı the scope of this 
charactenzatıo •. f)f knowledge. because there is a logica/ connict between the 
requ ır:ments for being a case of knowledge of real existence and those requisite 
fo~ beıng an ınstance of th ıs forrnula. ln panicular, how can knowledge of the 
exı stence of some real be'ng · · ~ . ı count as perceptıon of the agrecment or dısagreement of ıdeas? ~ ~ 

It is important to notice that · h · . . . 
tl . . . . sınce t ese ıdeas are ultımatel y dcnved from sensatıon or re ecııon, this definıtıon of knowl d · ~ 1 . . ... 
f lh . . . e ge ıs perı ect y consıstent wıth Locke's cmpıncısı theory o e orıgıns of ıdeas H h · 

kn 1 d . . ·. cnce, t e questıon of wheıher Locke's general defınition of 
ow e ge coheres wıth h ıs empiricism does not arise at all. 
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So, in including real existence as a type of agreement, Locke departs, the objec
ıion proceeds, from his general definition of knowledge, making it an agreement not 
between ideas but between an idea and some enti ty di stinct fro m ideas. This is because, 
the fourth type of agreement-"actual real Existence agreeing to any Idea"- seems to 
suggest that knowledge expressed in existential c laims consists in the perception of the 
agreement or disagreement not of an idea with an idea, but of an idea with an extemal 
ıhing that is not an idea. Knowledge of existence is, accord ing to Locke, not knowledge 
of a relation between two ideas but knowledge of the existence of something in reality 
"agreeing to" some ideas. Hut this canception of knowledge of existence is inconsistent 
with his general definition of knowledge. Here is how. 

Locke says that knowledge (K) is "the perception of the agreement, or 
disagreement and repugnancy of any of our ldeas" and that existential knowledge (EK) 
is a matter of perceiving "acıual real exisıence agreeing to any Idea." Is this a statement 
of the sort "p.-p"? W e think that sincep and -p can ne ver have the same truth values, 
their conjunction states a logical contradiction; that is, p and -p are not contraries but 
contradictories, and this is why they are logically inconsistent. Now, I think that K is 
logically inconsistent with EK because they cannot both be true: the truth of o ne entails 
the fa lsity of the other. However, since K and E K can both be false, they are not 
contradictories but contraries; K and EK are contraries because Locke's definition that 
knowledgeisa matter of perceiving various connectio ns only between two ideas entails 
that knowledge is not also a matter of perceiving a connection between an idea and a 
real existent. More clearly, since existential knowledge is a lso an instance of 
knowledge, knowledge canno t be both "the perceptio n of the agreemenı or dis
agreement of any of our ldeas" and a matter of perceiving "actual real existence 
agreeing to any Idea." That is, if knowledge consists only in " the perception of the 
agreement or disagreement of any of our /deas", then it cannot consist alsa in 
perceiving the relations o f ideas to no n-ideas. T hus, the conjunction of Locke's 
defınition of knowledge and his characterizatio n ex istentia l knowledge is a case of 

contrariety, and this is why they are logically inconsistent.
5 

3. The Agreement or Disagreement of ldeas and True Propositions 

What does Locke mean by "agreement and disagreement between ideas"? To 
begin with, I want to suggest that Locke 's definitio n of knowledge as "the perception of 
the agreement or disagreement o f ideas" is a d irect cons~uence of his approach to the 
relationship between knowledge and propositio ns. Locke thinks that knowledge requires 
truth, and that truth is a feature of propositions: "Certainty of knowledge is to perceive 
the agreement or d isagreement of tdeas, as expressed in any Proposi tion. This we 
usually call knowing, or being certain of the Truth o f any Proposition" (IV.6 .3). So, to 
understand what Locke means by "agreement and disagreement be tween ideas", we 

5 lt is important to note that this objection concems primarily a logical difficulty in Lock~'s 
official analysis of knowledge and is quite different from the pro?le~ o~ how to J UStı fy 
existential claims in Locke's empiricist epistemology. Also, the ObJecııon ıs not even that 
Locke cannot make any sense of perceiving a relationship between an idea anda thing that is 
not an idea in his philosophy. 
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need to consider his canception of truth and propositions. Let us begin with his account 

of propositions. 

ın Book IV, Locke defines proposi tio ns as the conjunction or eparation of 
"signs": "a pro positio n consists in jo ining or separating sig_n~·· ( lV.5 .?)-_ For Locke. 
there are two sorts of proposi tio n : mental and verbaL Proposı tıons consı tıng solely of 
ideas are mental; propositions composed of word-signs standing fo r ideas are verbaL 
However, since the ultimate function o f verbal propositio ns is to represent mental 
proposition and since idea-signs are more fundamental than word-signs, it is -~ental 
propositions that are essential for knowledge. So we shall focus o n mental proposıtıons. 

On Locke's view, our mind forms mental pro positio ns when it puts ideas into a 
kind of proposition which are either affirmative or negative, as expressed by the terms 
' joining" and "separating··. What is central to this view of proposi tions is the thought 
that one can manipu late his own ideas much !ike pieces in a puzzle; one can rearrange 
them, putt them together into a new compound idea, add new o nes, dismantle them and 
ete. On Locke's view. the references to ·joining" o r "separating'' signs indicare relations 
between idea-signs that make propositions affırmative o r negative. An affırmati ve 
mental proposition consists in 'joining" ideas; to put ideas together or to jo in them is to 
affirm that they can be conjoined in a compound idea that purport to be a representa
tion o f same state of affai rs. On the other hand, a negati ve mental proposition consists 
in separating ideas; to separate ideas is to deny that they can be put into a kind of 
proposition purporting to represent same state of affair . Thus. a negative mental 
proposition is the denial of an affırnıative mental propositio n. This is cansistem with 
Locke's view that there are no negative ideas; all ideas are, for Locke. positive.6 So 
since there is no idea of "not" forming the part o f a negative mental proposition, e.g., 
the propositio n that "white is not black", it is plaus ible to take a g iven negative mental 
proposition as the denial of an affırmati ve mental propositio n. This is why Locke 
suggests that a negative mental proposition consists in "separating" ideas; so to separate 
two ideas is to deny that these two ideas can be conjoined in a compound idea that 
represent same state of affairs. 

With thes_e in mi nd. I argue that by ·•agreement and disagreement between ideas" 
Lock~ means thıs: when two ideas are conjoined in an affirmative mental proposition 
that ıs true, those. ideas are said to agree; two given idea disagree when their 
COnJunctıon results ın a true negative mental propo itio n as erting that omething is not 
the case. In other words, agreement between two ideas render true an affirmative 
mental proposilion consisting of two ' joined" ideas; disagreement between two ideas 
renders tr~e a negati_ve m~~tal proposition consisting o f two "separated'' ideas.7 Locke 
~!early a~tıculates thı s posıtıon by saying that the mind forms mental propositions when 
ı t puts ıd "' k' d f · · eas ımo a ın o Proposıtıon affırmative o r negative, which I have 
endeavored to express by the terms Putting together and Separating. But this Action of 

See especially (11.8. 1-6) and ( ll l. 1.4). For a similar irıterpreıaıion see Davı'd E Soles (1985· 24-5). . . . 

So. to say that two ideas ag · ı · · · . h . . . ree ıs not mere y to claım ıhat they are not ınconsıstent or 
ınco erent; ıt ıs JUSt to say ıh t h ·d . . . . . . a ı ose ı cas can be combıned ınto a true affirmauve mental 
proposıtıon representıng that something is the casc. 
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the Mind. which is so familiar to every thinking and reasonable Man. is eas ier to be 
conceived by retlecting on what passes in us. when we affirm or deny' ' (IV.5.6). 

Thus, by agreement or di sagreemenı of ideas Locke means the affırmati ve or 
negative mental proposiıions, and this is why he thinks that we have knowledge when 
we perceive that an affirmative or negative mental proposition is true: '"[t]hi s we usually 
cal! knowing, or being certain of the Truth of any Proposition" (IV.6.3). This brings us 
Locke's canception of truth. Locke's motivation for characterizing knowledge as 
propositional is his view that knowledge entails truth. But he has in mind a baroque 
taxonomy of truth. He fırst m a kes a general divis ion between the truth of verba l and the 
ıruth of mental propositions: 

Truth, then, seems tome, in the proper import of the word, to signify nothing but 
rlıe joi11i11g or separaıing Signs, as the Th ings signifled by thenı do agree or 
disagree one w ith another. The joining or separating signs here meant, is w hat by 
another name we call proposition. So that trulh properly belongs only to 
propositions; whereof there are two sorts. viz. mental and verbaL (IV.5.2) 

At the end of IV.5. 6, L ocke further subdivides these two genera into real truths 
and nominal truths. It is this dis tinction that is crucial for understanding Locke's phrase 
"agreement and disagreement between ideas." In IV.5 .8 , he says that the difference 
between neminal truths a nd real truths erigina tes in their respective truth-making 
relations. In the case of ne minal truth, the descriptive contents of ideas are the grounds 
for judgments that involve them; that is, the truth-maker for nominally true propositions 
is merely the coherence o f the descriptive contents of ideas. But the truth-maker for 
really true propositions is their correspondence with reality. So, in real agreements more 
than the descriptive conte nts o f ideas are required; they involve both the descriptive 
contents of ideas and their refe re nts. But nominal agreements are much weaker than real 
agreements and only involve the descriptive content of ideas. For instance, "a Harpy is 
an animal" is, for Locke, nominally true because the quality-ideas contained in the 
Harpy cohere with those specifıed by the idea of anjmal, but the truth expresses in "a 
man is an animal" is really true because not o nly the ideas contained in the idea of man 
cohere with those specifıed by the idea of animal but also both of the categorical terms 
are real ideas which signi fy real combina tions of powers that really join together. 

8 

We are now in a positio n to understand Locke's point in saying that kno wledge 
consists in nothing but the perception of an agreeme nt or disagreement of ideas. Since 
he equates the agreement o r disagreements of ideas with the truth o f affi rmative or 
negative mental proposi tio ns, to say that two ideas forming a n affırmative proposition 
agree is in effect to say that the proposition is true, and to say that two ideas disagree is 
jusı to deny that they can be combined into a compound idea purporting to be a 
representation of some state of affairs. In his Elements of Natural Philosophy, Locke 

8 These examples are from Benjamin Hill (2006: 94). lt would be an interesting question to ask 
whether the correspondence model of truth is, for Locke. a special case of the coherence 
theory of trulh (or the idea-thearetic model). Ruth Mauern (I 978: 684) seems to thınk that on 
Locke's view, the coherence theory is a special case of the correspondence model of truıh by 
saying that "all truth involves correspondence." By conırast , I think that for Locke. there is 
only the idea-thearetic model. but in some cases it somehow functions like the 
correspondence model. Bu ı a defense of this cl ai m li es outside the scope of the present paper. 
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(1892: 495) embraces this pos ition by saying that '·knowl~ge consists in the per~ption 
of the truth of affırmative or negati ve propositions.'" Davıd Soles ( 1985:25) provıdes a 
similar interpretation by suggesting that ··knowledge comes with the perception that a 
mental proposition does actually represent a fact and this perception is reduced to a 
perception of an agreement or disagreement of ideas. ·· 

As is well known, Locke defends a version of classical foundationali m based on 
"the given"; so we should no t contlate Locke's agreement o r disagreement relation with 
coherence relation holding either between an indi vidual belief and another individual 
belief (linear coherence) or between an individual belief and the set o f all of subject's 
beliefs (holistic coherence). As I have tried to explain above, the agreement or 
disagreement relation stands for true affırmati ve or negat ive me ntal proposition and has 
nothing to do with the concepts of coherence and incoherence. Unli ke the notian of 
coherence, the relation of agreement or disagreement does not by itself constitute the 
ratio cognoscendi, the property by which wedetermine whether a belief is an instance 
of knowledge or has justifıcation. nor does it count as the ratio essendi of knowledge. 
For Locke, the mere presence of the relation of agreement or disagreement of ideas is, 
though necessary, insuffıcient for knowledge; knowledge also requires perceiving the 
presence of such a relation: "Where this perception is. there is kno~ledge, and where it 
is not, there, though we may fancy, guess or believe, yet we always come short of 
knowledge" (IV.I.2). But, according to coherence theories, what determincs whether a 
belief constitutes knowledge, o r is justifıed, is how it "cohere •· with the set of all one's 
beliefs.9 

Locke's division between " intuitive" and '"demonstrative" knowledge is based 
essentially on the foundati onalist distinction between basic and non-basic beliefs. But, 
insisting that a ll beliefs have the same epistemic status, coherence theories deny that 
there are basics or epistemologically privileged subelass of beliefs. Furthermore. the 
foundationalist objection that coherence theories s imply fa il to accommodate sense 
perception or all input from the world stems from the empiricist view that all our 
knowledge is derived from experience. So, given these crucial differences. one cannot 
re~ll~ consistently explain away the charge of inconsiste ncy in Locke's epistemology 
wıthın the terms of coherentism. ıo 

4. Yolton's Proposal and Its Critique 

Yolton responds to the charge of inconsistency in Locke by arguing that the 
~ppearance of a forma_l contradiction mainly stems from a misreading of Locke's phrase 
the agreemen~ or dısagreement of ideas··. So to explain away the objection. he 

advances the vıew that Locke does 11 h · . not actua y o ld that all perceıved agreements or 
dısagreements must always be bet ·d R · · · . ween ı eas. ather. he claıms that Locke maıntaıns 
that ı t can also sametimes be b t ·d · 
( l9?0: 1 lO) says: e ween an ı ea and a thıng external to the mind. Yolton 

9 

10 
See John Pallock ( 1986:67). 
But a ease for this i nterpreıaıion wo Id ak 

u t e me far beyond the confınes of thıs paper. 
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the knowledge relation ... does not always require two ideas. is not always 
beıween ideas but is in so me cases a feature of ide as ... the te rm ·agreement' 
signals an intimation of something beyond the idea itself. Sametimes the 
intimation is of other ideas contingently coexisting with the idea .. . stili other 
times the agreement intimates some physical cause producing the idea. 

29 

According to Yolton, the correct reading of Locke's view is that knowledge isn 't 
just limited to the relatio n of ideas, it may a lso invo lve an idea and something else 
distinct from ideas: the second term of the perce ived relation can be something other 
than an idea. So by this reading, the charge of inconsistency in Locke 's epistemology 
does not ari se at all. 

Now, there is no doubt that (a) Locke thought that ideas can be related by 
agreement to the reality of things, but it is indeed doubtful to anribute the position to 
Locke that (b) that agreement can be perceived. With regard to (a), I think that when 
Locke says that simple ideas are related by agreement to those patterns producing ideas, 
he has in mind by the term "agreement" a veridical representational re lation, which is 
quite different fro m other three types of relations, e.g., identity, coexistence. So, to say 
that simple ideas agree to the reality of things is, for Locke, to say that they represent 
the way things are. According to Locke, all simple ideas are 

natural and regular productions of Things without us. really operating upon us; 
and so carry with them all the conformity which is intended; or which our state 
requires: For they represent to us Things under those appearances which they are 
fitted to produce in us . .. Thus the Idea Whiteness, or Bittemess, as it is in the 
Mind, exactly answering that power which is in any Body to produce it there, has 
all the real conformity it can ... with Things without us. (IV. IV.4) 

That is, on Locke ' s view, saying that a simp le idea agrees with an external object 
means that the idea is caused by a sensory confrontation with that object. Thus, in this 
case, the term "agreement" intimates a pure ly causal connection between (simple) ideas 
and external objects. All simple ideas are real , "all agree to the reality of things" 
(II.XX:X.2). So, there is a plenty of textual evidence in Locke' s Essay supporting the 
first part of Yolto n's proposal that ideas can be related by agreement to the reality of 
things. 11 

Woozley (1972) a lso thinks that Yo lton is right in suggesting that, fo r Locke, 
ideas can be related by agreement to an external object and says that evidence from the 
text of Locke's Essay "is p lentiful" for thi s. However, he objects that , according to 
Locke, such an agreement is, or can be, perceivable. Woozley raises this obj ection in the 
following manner. At IV.II. l 4 of the Essay, Locke mentio ns that 

[t]there is, indeed, another Perception of the Mind, employ'd about the particular 
existence of finite Beings w ithout us; which . . . passes u nder the name of 
knowledge. There can be nothing more certain, than that the Idea we receive from 
an extemal Object is in our Minds; this is intuitive Knowledge. But whether there 
be anything more than barely that Idea in our Minds. whether we can thence 
cenainly infer the existence of anything without us, which corresponds to that 
Idea, is that, whereof some Men think there may be a question made, because 

11 
Especially in Book ıı , chapters XXX _ XXX II , Locke discusses the r.eality, truth and 
adequacy of our ideas and concludes that all simple ideas agree to the real exıstence of thıngs. 
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Men may have such Jdcas in ıhcir Minds. When no such Thıng exists. no such 
Objcct affects ıhcir Sen~es. 

\Voozley (1972: tO) takes this passage as suggesting that existential knowledge 

requires that 
there be a rc laıion of correspondence or agrccmenı beıwcen an .ıdea and ·ıhc 
cxisıence of anything withouı u~ ... ' The prescncc of this relatıon ı ı. a necessary 
condition of such knowledge. buı it is not ycı suflicienı: ''c need alsoto be able to 
·cerıainly infcr' i ts prescnce.' (Noıe here that he says. no~ that we have to be ab le 
ıo know or pcrceive this relation of agrccmcnı bcıween .ıd~a and ~bJeet. buı that 
,,c have to be able to cerıainly inf er it. And "haıc,er ınlcrrıng ıs for Lockc. ıt 
docs not secm to be a way of pcrceiving ... ) 

According to Woozley. Locke proposes that knowledge of existence en~ai ls not 
only that there must be a relation of agreement beıween an idea ~nd a thıng. that ıs ~ot an 
idea but also that o ne must be able to ··infe r"· the presence of thı s relatıon ın questıon ın 
order for one to k now that that something exi sts. But, for Woozley. ( l ) s ince ··inferring·· 
is. for Locke. not ··a way of perceiving··. it clearly follows that (2) the relation of 
aoreement between an idea and a thing is not perceivable. llence. Yolton's way of 
e~caping the logical contradiction is based o n a faulty readi ng of Locke· view of 
knowledge of existence.ı:ı White I agree wi th Woozley that (1) is indeed the correct 
reading of Locke, I am unaware of any textual evidence that Locke believed ( 1). let 
alone that he believed (2) because he believed (! ). 

Does Locke s. uggt::st, in Yl.Il.l4, that inferring ıs a necessary condition of 
existential knowledge? I think he does not. But. in saying that Locke require ınferring 
for knowledge of existence, Woozley seeıns to confuse the problem justifying claims 
abo ut existence with the questio n of what knowledge of existence requires. In lV.II.l.t. 
Locke is not reall y saying that knowledge o f existence entai ls that o ne must be able to 
"certainly infer" the presence of a relation betwecn an idea and an external thing; nor 
does he say it anywlıere in the Essay. Concerning the problem o f justifying claims about 
existence. Locke in that passage considers the follo"'- ing possıble skeptical hypothesis: 
from the premise that one has an idea in one's mind. can o ne validly ·infer' that there 
actually exists an external thing corresponding to that idea? Locke is well aware that 
such an inference would be clearly invalid, and th is is why he carefu lly distinguishes 
knowledge based on demonstration involving deducti ve inferences, from sensiıil'e 
knowledge which does not involve inferring conclusio ns fro m premisses. According to 
Lock~ •. knowledge of the existence of particular thing requires. pan of the malı 
conduıon o n knowledge, the presence o f a re lation betv.een an idea and an extemal 
thin~; b~t, our epistemic access to this relation involves only. perhap part of the 
JIIStijic~ıtı~~ condition o n knowledge, "another Perception of the Mind". namely 
sensatıon. At the very end of l Y.l1.14, which Woozley oınits. Locke makes this very 

l2 1 1 .is .not Yolton but Woozley who ıhinks that knO\\Icdgc of cxı~tcnce requıres ınfemng: so 
ıh ıs ıs Woozley's conclusion. 

13 
~ this p~int: one may raise t~e following qucstıon ... A rew tıncs ago. you have clainıed thı : 
. oozley s vıew that the relatıon of agreement between an idea and a thıng ıs not perceivable 
ıs t~e correc.t reading of Locke. But you are nO\\ daiming that knowledge of exısıence of 
panıcular thıngs requires scnsalion. But. arcn·ı thcsc two ~laıms inconsıstem? That is. ho\\ 
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clear: "Pieasure or Pain follows upon the application of certain Objects to us ... by our 
Senses, this certainty is as great as our Happiness. or Misery, beyond which, we have no 
concemment to know, or to be. So that, I think, we may add to the two former sorts of 
knowledge, this aiso, of the existence of particuiar exıernal Objecıs, by the Perception 
and Consciousness we have of the actual entrance of Jdeas from them ... " Thus, except 
for our knowledge of the existence of God based on demonstration, neither intuitive nor 
sensitive knowledge entails any ki nd of inferring. 

However, even if we suppose for the sake of the argument that Locke thinks that 
inferring is a necessary condiıion for knowledge based on intuition and sensation, does 
this constitute a good reason for concluding that the presence of a relation beıween an 
idea and an external thing is not perceivable?14 The short answer is that it does not. For, 
even if we include inferring as a part of knowledge of existence, it would stili be an 
instance of perceiving. This is because, Locke uses the term perceiving as a general 
epistemic predicate and takes intuiting, inferring and sensing as three different forms of 
it. 15 So, since inferring is a form of perceiving, Woozley's criticism of Yolton's 
proposal that not all perceived agreements are between ideas has no ground. 

I think the reason for why Yolton's proposal fails is as follows. His proposal 
assumes that the relation of agreement between ideas and the reali ty of thi ngs is 
perceivable. Presumably, in this case, both the agreement relation and the thing itself 
must be before the mind if we are to perceive that they are related. But, neither the thing 
itself nor is the agreement relation can be before the mi nd, for the reason Locke wouid 
provide that we do not have an immediale epistemic access to th ings external to the 

·mi nd; our access to them is made "only by the intervention of the Ideas it has of them" 
(VI.IV.3). Since our access to an outward thing is blocked by our ideas, the agreement 
relation could not be before the mind as well. When Locke turns in Book IV from 
discussing the extent of our knowledge to discussing the reality of knowledge, he seems 
to realize that knowledge of existence cannot be fully explained within the terms of the 
defınition of knowledge set out at IY.I.2. This is simply because of the possibility that 
ideas may be ".fictions of our Fancies." If all knowledge is confined to certain inter
relaıions within a network of ideas, then how can we know that which ideas are real as 

distinct is this notian of sensatian from the notion of perception mentioned in the former 
daim?" This objection simply overlooks the main point of the laner claim. The claim that 
knowledge of existence of particular things requires sensatian only asserts that for Locke 
existential knowledge requires neither a sensatian (i.e. perception) of the relation of the 
agreement between an idea and the idea of existence nor a sensatian of the relalion of 
agreement between an idea and a ıhjng, which is perfectly compatible with the former claim. 
This is because, "only when by actual operating upon him, it makes itself perceived [sensed] 
by him ... lt is therefore the actual receiving of /deas from without, that gives us notice of the 

14 
Exisrence of other Things ... " (IV.XI.2). . . 
To be sure, this quesıion does not imply that the presence of a re l atıon between an ı dea and an 
extemalthjng is perceivable. Here what 1 am ırying to say is justthis: Woozley's criticism of 
Yolton's proposal is groundless because Woozley's claim that inferring is a necessary 
condition for knowledge does not constitute a good reason for concluding that the prescnce of 
a relaı ion between an idea and an extemal thing is not perceivable. Somethlng else is needed 
to draw such a conclusion. So this coheres with my overall position. 

ıs 
See especially IY.Il.l 4. 
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ed f · ı ·> · ·ıı is evident" he says. ''the Mind knows not Things 
oppos to antastıca . ' . h ll h M. d 
· ed' t ı but only intervention of the Idea s ıt has of them .. . How s a t e ın . 
ı mm ıa ey, h h 'th Th. 
when it perceives nothing but its own ldeas. knO\\ t at t ey agree wı ıngs 

themselves?" (1V.IV.3) 
Here he says that any agreement between ideas and external things pr~ucing 

these ideas cannot be known by perceiving that agreement because the mınd can 
perceive nothing but only its own ideas. ~ecause of thi!>. Locke _cann~t ma_ke any ~en:e 
of perceiving a re lationship between ıdeas and external thıngs ın ~~~ empırıcıst 
epistemology, and this is why he thinks that ·'i t is there fore the act_ua l receıvıng of ldeas 
fro m without, that gives us a notice of the Exisrence of o the r Thıngs, makes us know, 
that something do th exist at that time without us .. .'' (IV.Xl.2) So, Yolton's proposal 
clearly fai ls in explaining away the apparent logical inconsistency in Locke's theory of 
knowledge, because it mistakenl y assumes that Loc ke he ld the view that kno~ledge of 
existence comes w ith a perceptio n of the agreement re lation bet ween ideas and extemal 

things. 

5. Ayers' a nd Woozley's Response to the Charge of lnconsistency 

Ayers and Woozley have also attempted to explai n away the logıcal in
consistency by simply daiming that while Locke thought that existential claims may be 
concerned with the relationship between ideas and the world, yet at IV.I.7 Locke 
nevertheless provided us a subject-predicate analysis of existentia l propositions. That is. 
there Locke explained the perception of an existential claim as the perception of the 
agreemenı of some idea with the idea of existence in accordance wüh his general 
characterizatio n of knowledge. Existential knowledge too, !ike the other three 
categories, involves the perception of the agreement o r disagreement o f ideas. On this 
proposal, to know, for example , that the table exists is to perceive that the idea of table 
agrees with the idea of existence. 16 So there is no incons istency in Locke's labeling 
existence as a type of agreement. According to Woozley ( ı 972: 15), in his second reply 
to Still ingfleet, Lock.e mentions that "now the two ideas, that in this case are perceived 
to agree, and do thereby produce knowledge. are the idea of actual e nsation ... and the 
idea of actual existence of something without me that causes that sen ation," and this 
appears to provide an important textual e vidence for his proposal. 

16 Th e difference between Yolton' s argument and this propo al can be suınmarized as follows. 
On Yolton 's view. Locke's general definition of knowledge can also apply to exisıential 
knowledge, because knowing is not always confined to inter-relations within a network of 
ideas, but it also _i ncludes perceiving the relation hip between ideas and the reality of things 
producıng _these ıde~s. But, Michael Ayers and Anthony Woozlcy propose that kno,.,.Jedge 
expressed ın any exı stential proposition is stili a perception of a relation between ideas. In 
IV .1.4, ıhe~ cl ai m, - ~cke is not really departing from his general conception of knowledge. 
but he _ ıs stıll explaınıng the perception of an cxistcntial cl ai m in terms of a subiecı-predıcaıe 
anal s f · · S ! · Y ı s o proposı tıons. o. they argue that for Locke knowledge of existence ıs nothıng buı 
the percepııon of the agreement or disagreement between an idea and the idea of exisıence. 
w_hereas Yolton proposes that existemial knowledge is the perception of the agreemenı or 
d ı sagreement between ideas and the reality of things producing thcse ideasin us. 
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But t lıis raises problems. First, what does the relation of agreement holding 
bctween · ·ıhe idea of actual sensation". and ' ·the idea of existence·· designate? In 
translating the relation o f agreement holding between actual existence and the idea of 
sensation into a relation of agreement holding between the idea of actual sensatia n and 
the idea of actual existence, Locke would seem to leave the nature of the later relation 
unclear. Though Locke talks about the idea of existence, it is not something over and 
above the idea of a thing; indeed, the idea of the existence of a thing is not something 
distinct from the idea of that thing. For Locke, the idea of existence is a simple idea that 
is .. suggested to the Understanding by every Object without, and every Idea withjn"' 
(II.VIl.7). That is, sensatia n and retleetion provide us the idea of existence, a non
inferential awareness of our environment's operating upon us. But this does not mean 
that there is something in sense experience counting as the idea of existence over and 
above the idea of a thjng: there is no idea of existence apan from the idea o f a thing. If 
this is so, then what does it mean to say that the idea of existence agrees with the idea o f 
actual sensation? What sort of agreement is it? How would a perception of such an 
agreement, if any, produce knowledge of rea l existence? 

Second, in stating that "the idea of actual sensation" agrees with "the idea of 
actual exjsıence of something without me," Locke would seem to be arguing that it is 
the idea of actual sensatian which carries the agreement with external objects and that 
the way we come to know this agreement is via sensatio n. But this would be misleading 
and is inconsistent with what he says in IV.XI. l -2. In IV.XI. l -2, Locke argues that it is 
not the idea of actual sensatia n but the receiving of sensory ideas which carries the 
agreement with things outside us: "onl y when by actual operating upon him, it makes 
itselfperceived by him . .. It is therefore the actual receiving of Jdeas from without, that 
gives us notice of the Exisıence of other T hings . .. " Here Locke is saying that 
knowledge of the existence of particular things involves " noticing," that is, an 
immediate awareness of the world acıing upon us, and that it is the receiving o f sensory 
ideas wruch carries a re lation of agreement with objects, a ki nd of agreement a noticing 
of which produces o ur kno wledge of the existence of particular things. This makes it 
clear that noticing does not consist in perceiving an agreement or disagreements of 
ideas; it only involves a no n-inferential awareness of outward objects producing ideas in 
our minds. Thus, contrary to Ayers' and Woozley's opinion, we cannot attain 
knowledge of the existence of particular things by simply percei ving an agreement 
between the idea of actual sensatian and the idea of existence, because the existence of 
such an agreement relatio n in one's mind does not mean that there actually ·obtains a 
relation of agreement between these ideas and the reality of things, the presence of 
which is necessary for knowledge of existence. 

6. Mattero on True Propositions and Knowledge of Existence in 
Lock e 

To explain away the o bjection. Mattern proposes to replace Locke's offıci~l 
defınition of knowledge with the defınition Locke gives e lsewhere that knowledge ıs 
perception of the truth of affırmative and negati ve propositions. Mattern thinks that 
these two definitions are equivalent. Her reaso n for this is that the relation of agreement 
or disagreement between ideas obtains if and onl y if the propositio ns composed of these 
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'd are true or false. Accordina to Mattern ( 1977: 692). '·aı least one of ılıe things he 
ı eas <=> f ·d · · 
[Locke] has in mind when he writes of the agreement ~r.disagreement o ı ea~. ıs sımply 
the relation between ideas which obtains whe n proposıtıons are true or false. Thus. on 
Mattem's view, when ideas are combined so as to produce a propositio~ that 
corresponds to some state o f affairs , those ideas are deemed to agree, that ıs. the 
compound idea or the proposition is true; two ideas disagree when ~he pro~sıııon 
formed by their conjunction does not correspond to any sta te o f affa ır , that ıs. the 
proposition is false. It is fo r this reason that, in Locke:s _epistemology. percei v~ng the 
agreement or disagreement of ideas is the same as perceı vıng the truth or the falsıty of a 
proposition. 

She proposes that since perceiving an agreement o r disagreement of ideas is 
equivalent to perceiving the truth or falsity o f a proposition, replacing the former with 
the tatter wi ll both avoid any reference to ideas in Loc ke' s delinit ion of knowledge and 
leave open the question of the contents of the propositions; and this in effect will 
remove the apparent logical conflict generated by Lock e' s reference to ideas in the 
original defınition: "[t]his equivalence n:ıakes intelligible the reference to the agreemenı 
or disagreement of ideas in a characterization of knowledge that applies even to 
knowledge of real existence; it removes the apparent logical conOict engendered by his 
reference to ideas in that formula" ( l 977 : 694 ). 

It is true that at times Locke suggests that the two defınition are the same. For 
Locke, to know is to be certain of the truth of a proposition: "certainty of knowledge is 
to perceive the agreement or disagreement of ideas. as expressed in any proposition. 
This we usually call knowing, or being cerıain of the truth of any proposition·· 
(IV.V1.3). As I have tried to explain above, what underlies such propositional 
canception of knowledge is his view that truth is a necessary condition for knowledge 
and that the predicates true and false attaches only to propositions composed of 
connected ideas: knowledge "being conversant about T ruth . had constantly to do with 
propositions" (III.IX.2). 

. But _we must be careful here. Is Locke also saying. e pec ially in IV.VlJ. that 
beın? certaın of ~he truth of an existential claim consists in perceiving an agreemenr 
rel~tı?n between ıdeas? Locke' s account o f knowing by sensatia n clearly suggests that 
notıc_ıng_ the trut~ of a proposition about the existence of a particular object does not 
consıst ın perceıvıng an agreement relation between ideas. For. the truth of such a 
pro~sition ~epends on correspondence with some sta te of affairs involving that 
partıcolar obJec~, but n~ agrec::ment between ideas forming a proposition atıout the 
exıstence of parııcular thıngs can designare any staıe of affairs renderina the proposition 
true. ., 

Locke:~ ~i vi s ion that there are two son s of propositions, the fırst of which 
conc~rns th_e exı stence of anything answerable" to a given idea. seems to support this. 
But ın sayıng that the relatio f · · · . . n o agreement or dısagreement between ıdeas obtaıns 
whhen the ~roposıtıons composed of these ideas are true or fal e Mattern also suooests 
t at knowıng the truth of a ı . b . ' . . ee 

. c aım a out real ex ıstence consists of perceıvıno the 
agreement relatıon between ·d A · o 
table exi , . . ı ~as. ccordı_ng to her, one knows, for example, that "the 

f . sts ıs true ı f and only ıf one perceıves that the idea of table agrees with ılıe idea 
0 exıstence. But, does this avoid any reference to ideas? Clearly. it does not. For, first. 
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it stili explains the perception of the truth of an existentia l cia im in terms of a perception 
of the agreement of an idea o f a thing with the idea of existence o ne has by sensatian 
and retlection. Second, Locke's treatment of propositions also evidently suggests that, 
in defıning knowledge as the perception of the truth of a proposiıion, we are not yet 
avoiding any reference to ideas since propositions consists in connected ideas. A 
proposiıion is, for Locke, a compound idea formed by conjoining ideas: proposi tions 
consist in joining or separating ideas. 

These considerations suggest that not only does Mattern 's proposal fai l to 
explain away the objection in question because it does not actuall y avoid reference to 
ideas, buı also explaining the perception of the truth of an existential daim in terms of a 
perception of the agreement of some idea with the idea of existence misrepresents 
Locke's view on this issue. This is not Locke's position because it entails that it is the 
idea of actual sensation which carries the agreement with external objects. In both 
chapters IV and XI of Book IV, Locke clearly suggests that it is no t the idea of actual 
sensatian but the receiving of sensory ideas which carries the agreement with reality of 
things, "with them all the conformity which is intended" (IV.IV.4). 

6. Conclusion 

Thus far I have tried to indicate that the three attempts to explain away the 
charge of inconsistency in Locke's epistemology fail because their solutions are based 
un, as far as the text considered, a fundame ntally mistaken interpretation of Locke's 
view on our knowledge of real existence. Locke does not explain knowledge of the 
existence of particulars in terms of the perception of the agreemenı of some idea with 
the idea of existence, because it would mean that it is not the receiving of sensory ideas 
buı the idea of actual sensatian which carries agreemenı with things o utside us. Locke 
does not also defıne existential knowledge as the perception of the agreement or 
disagreement between ideas and something else. In Book IV, he provided us two 
differenı senses of knowledge. The first sense is that Locke tho ught that knowledge 
involves intuiting or demonstrating certain specif ied relations between ideas. But in his 
discussion of knowledge of the existence of other ıh ings, he introduced quite a new 
meaning of the word knowledge, and said that this sort of knowledge does not come 
with perceiving the agreement or disagreement of ideas that are in our minds: "no 
particolar Man can know the Existence of any other Being, but onJy when by actual 
operaıing upon him, it makes itself perceived by him" (IV.Xl. l ). 

However, this account of knowing by sensatia n compels us to conclude that 
there is indeed a logical inconsistt>ncy between Locke's characıeri zation of exist~n~i al 
knowledge transcending ideas and his general defınition of knowledge restnetıng 
knowledge to a perception of the agreement o r disagreement of ideas; this is mainly 
because any knowledge of the ex istence of o ther things is not kno'Wledge of a re lation 
between our ideas but knowledoe of the ex istence of something in reality corresponding 
to our ideas. Roger Woolho us: (1994: 168) draws the same conclusio n by saying that 
there is indeed a "poor fit" between Locke' s account of knowing by sensation and his 
official definition of knowledge. In the closing seetion of the chapter XI. Locke also 
seems to arrive at the same conclusion: " In the former case [knowledge of real · 
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existence], our Knowledge is the consequence of the Exi~tence of Things producing 
ldeas in our Minds by our Senses: in the later, Knowledge ı~ the consequence of lde~ 
(be they what they will) that are in our minds producıng there general cenaın 

Propositions" (IV.Xl.l4). 17 
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